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On January 31, the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound announced 
the appointment of three faculty 
members to endowed positions, 
which will allow them access to 
resources for the development 
of faculty and the curriculum. 
Professors Jim Evans, Suzanne 
Holland and Jeff Matthews were 
nominated and accepted the ap-
pointments with the congratula-
tions of President Thomas and 
the Puget Sound community. 
With their new positions, 
these professors will be given 
new resources to work with and 
responsibilities to fulfill. In the 
official announcement on the 
Due to recent ASUPS support, the Puget Sound Sailing Team is now able to enjoy the use of several new boats out 
on the waters of Gig Harbor.  
This is the group’s fifth year as a club, but only 
their first of practicing for competition in regional 
conferences in Washington, Oregon, and British 
Columbia.  
Students are now able to sail in Gig Harbor because of a 
recent partnership with the Gig Harbor Yacht Club, which 
has allowed all of the roughly 25 Puget Sound students in 
the club to use their facilities at minimal cost.  
Co-president of the Sailing Club and university senior 
Mike Knape is very excited by the support generated by the 
community after two years of the club’s hard work to get ac-
cess to Gig Harbor.  
“It’s really cool to see the sailing community come togeth-
er, because we’re the only team at the collegiate level in the 
area.  Being out there and representing Puget Sound and 
having the local community support us in that is just great.” 
Most of the members of the Yacht Club are older Taco-
mans, and Knape jokes that in e-mails they refer to club 
members as “whippersnappers.”
A good portion of the students involved in the club have 
sailing backgrounds.  Co-presidents Knape and Ellen Ytter-
berg are no exceptions.  
Knape lived on a boat until he was eight years old, and Yt-
terberg has been sailing for a few years.  Some students in 
the club will even be teaching sailing through summer po-
sitions.  
Still, the club stresses that if students are interested in 
learning how to sail, that that is exactly the sort of thing they 
can do with the club. 
The club has plans to offer sailing lessons to the interested 
students at a nominal fee, giving the campus community the 
opportunity to learn from both club members and seasoned 
professionals at Gig Harbor.
While Puget Sound students have been able to learn the 
ins and outs of sailing in years past through the sailing class 
taught by faculty member Mike Rice, Knape says that the 
sailing club offers a more intimate experience on the water, 
as the sailing course focuses on piloting small keel boats – 
the new boats purchased by the club are small dinghies that 
carry 1-2 people.  
Additionally, as Gig Harbor is about 15 minutes from 
campus, Knape says it has been easy for students to work 
sailing into their busy schedules.  
Club members have the opportunity to sail over weekends 
all along the western coast, near Oregon, British Columbia, 
and the greater majority of Western Washington.  
The club meets Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays 
from 3-5pm.  Any students interested in participating in the 
club should e-mail upssail@gmail.com to get started.
By PHILLIP BRENFLECK
ASUPS support allows for 
purchase of new equipment 
by university sailing team
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Student
besparkles 
exiting 
Santorum
By MATT ANDERSON
Rick Santorum probably could have had a better visit to Tacoma. Not only was the former senator 
from Pennsylvania and presiden-
tial hopeful’s rally marred by chants 
and “booing” from Tacoma’s Occu-
py protestors, but the candidate was 
“glitter bombed” by a Puget Sound 
student on his way from the rally.
“He [Rick Santorum] had glit-
ter cascading down the front of 
his sweater vest, all down his back, 
through his hair, and his giant fore-
head shone in the flashes of photo-
graphs like Ke$ha had just vomited 
on it,” wrote Paul Constant of Seat-
tle’s weekly publication, The Strang-
er. 
Santorum’s visit came on the 
heels of Gov. Christine Gregoire 
signing a bill that legalized same-
sex marriage in Washington. The 
new law was a topic of discussion 
during the rally. 
Santorum has long been in con-
flict with the gay community. In 
2003, after making comments com-
paring gay relationships to pedo-
philia and beastiality, columnist 
Dan Savage waged a google-bomb-
ing campaign to redefine the word 
“Santorum.” 
Savage’s definition, while too 
frothy for publication in this news-
paper, is currently the first non-
sponsored link to appear on Google. 
Testing
waterThe
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SeCuriT y rePorT
The following incidents 
have been reported to 
Security Services between 
February 7, 2012 and 
February 13, 2012:
larceny Thefts
Two students reported 
their vehicles were broken 
into.  Both thefts occurred 
on the Union Ave. border 
of campus.  An iPod was 
stolen from one of the 
vehicles.
Bicycles Stolen From 
Campus
Three bicycle have been 
reported stolen from 
campus.  Two bikes were 
locked with a cable style 
locks and the other was 
left unsecured.
Suspicious activity
Security and Tacoma 
Police contacted 3 non-
students who were 
acting suspiciously 
near university housing 
on Union Ave.  The 
individuals were asked not 
to return to campus.
Crime Prevention Tips:
·       Valuables left in vehicles 
attracts thieves.  Do not 
leave purses, wallets, 
backpacks, luggage, 
sporting gear, or portable 
electronic equipment 
in your vehicle.  Always 
secure your vehicle.
·  Always secure your 
room or office space while 
you are away.  Never leave 
personal or university 
property unattended or 
unsecured.
·         Help prevent crime by 
being an extra set of eyes 
and ears and reporting 
suspicious activity right 
away.  Security is open 
24/7.  The main reporting 
number is 253.879.3311. 
Please program this 
number into your phone.
Courtesy of Todd Badham
Puget Sound website, Academ-
ic Vice President and Dean Kris 
Bartanen explained, “The gener-
osity of donors to endowments 
that have created new positions 
in perpetuity, support awards 
for outstanding teaching and 
scholarship, and provide for on-
going faculty and curricular de-
velopment“ She also praised the 
three recipients, saying “I am 
immensely proud of the work 
of the faculty and honored to be 
able to announce the recogni-
tions of Suzanne, Jeff, and Jim—
each of whom represents this 
work so well.” The administra-
tion also announced that is has 
opened the nomination process 
for two further endowed posi-
tions, for which candidates have 
not yet been nominated. The en-
dowments will come into effect 
with the 2012-2013 school year, 
and operate on a three to five-
year basis, depending on the po-
sition. 
Jim Evans, professor of phys-
ics and science, technology, and 
society, will become the Philip 
M. Phibbs Research Scholar for 
2012–2015. Evans is a national-
ly recognized scholar and wide-
ly respected educator at Puget 
Sound. With the new resources 
available he hopes to continue 
research projects. He noted his 
particular excitement about re-
turning to Greece to continue 
studying the Antikythera mech-
anism, an ancient Greek astro-
nomical computer. 
Suzanne Holland, professor 
of religion, will become the sec-
ond John B. Magee Chair in Sci-
ence and Values in the Honors 
Program (2012–2017). She will 
succeed Mott Greene, who will 
retire this May. Holland stud-
ies religion and bioethics and is 
particularly interested in medi-
cine, religion, and technology, 
and is known for work on is-
sues of stem cell research, as-
sisted reproduction, genomics, 
biobanking, health care access 
and improving research practic-
es. According to the announce-
ment, she aims to “develop new 
coursework in bioethics, and 
help develop programs that, in 
accord with the Civic Scholar-
ship Initiative, will cultivate 
stronger links between Puget 
Sound and the local health care 
community.”
Jeff Matthews, professor of 
business and leadership will be-
come the George Frederick Jew-
ett Professor for 2012–2017. 
Created in 1980, the Jewett Pro-
fessorship is the oldest fully en-
dowed chair at Puget Sound. He 
will succeed James McCullough, 
a Professor Emeritus who re-
tired last December. Matthews 
has taught at Puget Sound since 
2000 and began directing the 
Business Leadership Program in 
2005. He has published numer-
ous work including a new book, 
Blacksheep Leadership, due out 
in February. With his new posi-
tion, Matthews hopes to contin-
ue work on various planed proj-
ects and bring in more students 
to help with his research.
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of the work of the faculty 
and honored to be able to 
announce the recognitions 
of Suzanne, Jeff, and Jim — 
each of whom represent this 
work so well. ”
—Kris Bartanen
“We have been ahead from the 
start, since our kickoff event in 
early November,” Ross said. “We 
are winning and beating the 
other years, because of the vol-
unteers. They’re killing it. This 
is the only class that really hit 
the ground running.”
The SCGC is steered by Ross, 
a 2009 Puget Sound graduate, 
and an executive committee of 
students from across the cam-
pus community. The focus of the 
SCGC is on networking through 
the senior class to solicit support 
for the fund, which goes directly 
towards financial aid.  
“I think the fund is really im-
portant because it has a bigger 
impact on the school and the 
student body than a physical 
gift like a bench. It is really im-
portant to me to see my friends 
and other seniors giving,” Se-
nior Class Gift Campaign Co-
Chair Amy Roll said. “I under-
stand that most seniors don’t 
have that same perspective, but I 
hope that through the campaign 
they can come to see that this 
does matter, and that their five 
dollars does make a difference.” 
Although the total contribu-
tion from each senior class is 
relatively small, $1,530 in 2009 
for example, Ross and Roll 
stressed the importance of mak-
ing a commitment to future giv-
ing. So far, over 80 seniors have 
pledged to the SCGC. 
“Our campaign is not even 
about getting the five dollars 
this year, it is about getting peo-
ple to recognize the importance 
of giving annually,” Ross said. 
“There are some seniors that say 
why can’t I just give the $75 now. 
Well yeah, but why don’t you 
give next year too. It is not about 
how much you give, it is that you 
give.”
Despite the SCGC’s success, 
some seniors remain hesitant to 
participate. Roll believes the two 
most common reasons for not 
giving are that seniors some-
times connect the SCGC with 
unpopular policies of the ad-
ministration or they feel that 
they have contributed enough to 
the University directly through 
tuition and fees. For context, 
80% of the University’s oper-
ating budget comes from tu-
ition room and board according 
to Ross. Ross sees giving to the 
SCGC as a way to take owner-
ship of one’s Puget Sound expe-
rience.
“If you don’t support the uni-
versity, you can’t really say how 
you think the university should 
run. By giving, you’re making 
a public statement to the entire 
campus community that you are 
a part of this community, that I 
want to impact it and I want it to 
impact me,” Ross said.
Seniors interested in giv-
ing can pick up pledge forms in 
Jones 304 or call 866-GO-LOG-
GERS to make a donation. Vol-
unteers will also be tabling in 
the SUB for the rest of the se-
mester.
Students work toward goal for Senior gift campaign
SCGC soliciting pledges from seniors for annual $75 donation, which goes directly to 
financial aid.  Leaders hope to have highest participation percentage since 2009 
The Puget Sound class of 2012 wants to be the best ever and when it comes to donating to the annual Senior Class Gift Campaign (SCGC), they have a good chance of success. The SCGC’s leadership is looking to best the mark set by the class of 2009, which had 59% participation. Participation in the SCGC, which is run through the Office of Annual Giving with student support, 
entails making a five year pledge to donate to the University annually for a total of $75. 
According to Assistant Director of Annual Giving Clay Ross, this year’s senior class is on track 
to set the record.
By MIKE KNAPE
interested in donating?
To make a donation to the Senior Class gift Campaign, you can pick up a pledge form in 
Jones 304, or call 866-go-loggerS. Volunteers will also be tabling in Wheelock for the 
remainder of the smester
Pick up next 
week’s Trail 
to see our 
full coverage 
of the aSuPS 
elections!
Do you ever flip through fashion 
magazines, see images of beauti-
ful thin women, compare them to 
your own body and wish to your-
self you could look more like mod-
els? If you answered “yes” to this, 
then you are not alone. College 
women ages 18-25 are noted to 
have more body image issues than 
any other population. The manifes-
tations of these issues range from 
anorexia to overeating.
While recognition of women’s 
rights has greatly improved over 
the last forty years, advertisements 
and media depictions of women 
have become much more objecti-
fying, demeaning and dehuman-
izing. Real women are not shown 
in the media. You never see honest 
portrayals of curvy, beautiful and 
imperfect women. No, to the con-
trary, only extreme ideals of what 
a “real” woman should look like 
are shown and they are unreal, un-
healthy and way too thin.
I spent my Super Bowl Sunday 
doing nude meditation with a Ta-
coma community group called 
Women Body Beautiful. When I 
first got to the meditation studio 
I was anxious and a little self-con-
scious. After forming a meditation 
circle, we discussed the 20-min-
ute nude body sculpture we were 
about to create and began to un-
dress as far as we desired without 
exceeding our individual comfort 
levels. Holding pose, surrounded 
by 15 other beautiful women, I felt 
pure, relaxed. I felt beautiful, open 
and loved. I realized that in our so-
ciety nudity is perceived as bad, 
and in turn, it makes us feel inse-
cure about our own bodies. Our 
culture is failing to see the beauty 
in all women, ignoring each indi-
vidual’s unique form and rejecting 
natural physical diversity.
There needs to be a conscious ef-
fort in the media to show women 
and men that beauty comes in all 
shapes and sizes, that skinny does 
not always mean healthy and that 
big can be beautiful too. Luckily, 
there are people who strongly ad-
vocate a shift in how we perceive 
beauty, and push for a more ac-
cepting attitude. 
“BodyAsHome” blogger Olivia 
Green strives to relay these mes-
sages to the Tumblr community as 
she explains how in western soci-
ety, “we are programed to want to 
be smaller as women, and in turn 
this makes us attempt to take up 
less space. So we literally have less 
power because we are smaller. Why 
are we trying to get smaller? I al-
most feel like we should get bigger 
and just be more in your face.”
I share these sentiments with 
Green, and as a tall, strong woman, 
I have always felt big. Society told 
me big was bad. Like many other 
women, I became obsessed with 
numbers, comparing my weight 
with my friends, calculating my 
BMI, wanting these digits to make 
me feel beautiful. 
But what is not told to us in 
health class or Cosmo is that peo-
ple can be healthy at many differ-
ent weights, and there really is not 
one solidified way to calculate your 
body’s health. Women and men 
need to stop obsessing over num-
bers. Healthy means eating and ex-
ercising regularly, indulging on the 
good things in life and finding hap-
piness from within.
I urge you to stop counting cal-
ories and comparing your unique, 
beautiful bodies with photoshoped, 
airbrushed and clearly starv-
ing models. Put down the fashion 
magazines, step off the treadmill, 
pause your Master cleanse and try 
to explore what real beauty is. Take 
a look in the mirror.
 We must learn to love and ac-
cept ourselves before we can 
achieve any genuine serenity and 
come to appreciate the female fig-
ure in its many different iterations.
Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our 
new website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will select responses 
each week to publish in the next issue.
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depictions of natural body image trump idealized form
By ANYA CALLAHAN
The unfolding revolution in 
Syria is a continuation of the 
“Arab Spring” that stemmed from 
the collapse of several tyrannical 
authoritarian regimes in the Mid-
dle East. The international com-
munity, led by the United States, 
has called for military assistance 
to be given to the Free Syrian 
Army in order to help bring an 
end to Syrian President Bashar 
al-Assad’s regime, an act of inter-
vention that would resemble the 
removal of Gaddafi from his po-
sition of power in Libya.
However, the situation in Syr-
ia is a more delicate problem, as 
Syria’s economic ties to Russia 
and China have forestalled any 
decisive military action against 
Assad.
Syria is currently in a state of 
crisis, yet Russia and China have 
put economic and political inter-
ests above humanitarian causes, 
turning a blind eye to the hor-
rific and brutal mass murders of 
civilian protestors being orches-
trated by Assad as he attempts 
to strengthen his hold upon the 
Syrian people. 
The decision to veto the U.N. 
resolution was an act of desper-
ation by Russian Prime Minister 
Vladimir Putin to preserve Rus-
sia’s failing influence in the Mid-
dle East.
Since the fall of Gaddafi’s re-
gime, Russia has lost its mili-
tary base in Libya, leaving only 
its military base in Syria as the 
nation’s strategic foothold in the 
Middle East. Assad’s removal 
could drastically reduce Russia’s 
influence over Middle Eastern 
politics even further and threat-
en its security concerns as the 
United States continues to ac-
quire military bases across the 
region. 
Putin’s veto acted as a symbol 
to the Russian people that he in-
tends to preserve Russian promi-
nence in Asia, a stance he intends 
to use in order to appease the po-
litical masses that have openly 
and fervently challenged his de-
cision to once again run for the 
presidency.
 The domestic backlash Putin 
has received may have forced his 
hand in the matter, yet his ac-
tions are based upon the faulty 
inference that Russia’s influence 
in the Middle East is now tied to 
the survival of the Assad regime.
Although the United States is 
the predominant foreign influ-
ence in the region, Putin’s fears 
are baseless and only serve to 
further an air of distrust between 
the two global powers. 
Economically, Russia relies 
upon both Iran and Syria as its 
major buyers of weapon technol-
ogy in the Middle East. The arms 
trade is a significant source of 
Russian revenue and the loss of 
Syria, specifically Assad, as one 
of its main customers would be 
devastating. 
However, ideological motives 
serve as the most likely explana-
tion as to why Russia and China 
would veto the U.N. resolution 
condemning Assad. What Rus-
sia and China are witnessing in 
Syria resembles their own gov-
ernments’ respective strategies 
aimed at consolidating power 
and silencing the opposing mass-
es.
Syria’s upheaval, as well as the 
Arab Spring movements, repre-
sent Russia and China’s greatest 
fear: that the upspring of revo-
lution could lead to the ousting 
of Putin as well as the fall of the 
Communist government in Chi-
na.
By derailing the U.N. resolu-
tion, China and Russia have in-
dicated to the rest of the world 
where their interests lie, fore-
shadowing future conflicts if the 
revolutionary overtones of the 
Middle East take hold in their 
countries.
By ANDREw LUTFALA
Ulterior motives drive russia and china’s opposition to sanctions
Desperation: Syrian protesters beg for international intervention.
Deadlocked: China and Russia impede proposed sanctions.
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Comfortable in my own skin: Society’s depiction of women detracts from unique, natural beauty.
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As a gluten-free vegan, I con-
sider myself relatively knowledge-
able of dietary choices and restric-
tions.  That being said, over winter 
break, I was sitting at a vegan café 
in my hometown talking with 
my father about the Food Net-
work. My father is far from a veg-
an, but as a general food enthusi-
ast, he keeps himself informed on 
all sorts of diets.  As we waited for 
our drink orders, he asked me if 
I had ever heard of “freeganism.”
I thought this was a joke. I wait-
ed for a punch line. But he was 
asking a serious question. He had 
just seen a Food Network spe-
cial entitled The Big Waste that 
featured world-class chefs Bob-
by Flay, Michael Symon, Anne 
Burrell and Alex Guarnaschelli 
cooking a gourmet banquet—the 
catch being that the ingredients 
were trash.
As they planned the dinner, 
Flay came across a man in Chel-
sea, N.Y.—a “freegan”—who lived 
off of other people’s trash, put-
ting an entirely new spin on the 
phrase “one man’s trash is anoth-
er man’s treasure.” Get it? Their 
food is free…because it’s trash…
so they’re “freegans.” At this point 
in the conversation, I was com-
pletely disgusted, picturing a life 
of half-eaten, decayed, covered 
in God-only-knows-what-kind 
of diseased food. But then Dad 
told me that the freegan led Flay 
to a farmer’s market, where black 
trash bags of fresh tomatoes were 
sitting out for the trash.
I couldn’t imagine why bags 
and bags of fresh food were being 
thrown out for no apparent reason 
—so I did some research. Turns 
out, it’s because Americans are 
prima donnas in the food depart-
ment. People see natural blem-
ishes on fruits and vegetables and 
assume there must be something 
wrong with them and thus, refuse 
to buy the food.
In effect, freeganism is fairly well 
summed up by the Organic Con-
sumers Online as “eating other 
folk’s leftovers …[and] protesting 
a culture that discards tons of ed-
ible food while people starve else-
where in the world.” And it makes 
sense in today’s society that natu-
ral blemishes bother Americans. 
Everything we do as a culture is 
in pursuit of an unattainable mea-
sure of perfection: workouts, di-
ets, time management tools and 
self-help books. All of the popular 
individual shapers aim to get us 
one step closer to perfect. As for 
food, we’re all too familiar with 
the adage: “you are what you eat.”
BBC Online has featured a se-
ries of self-examination quiz-
zes, one of which is a psychologi-
cal test entitled “Disgust.” It asks 
a simple question, “How would 
you feel about touching this?” fol-
lowed by a series of photographs. 
The results of the quiz show that 
on average, humans are condi-
tioned to perceive chemical cre-
ations as safer than their natural 
counterparts. Naturally occurring 
colors and conditions were more 
likely to evoke disgust than any-
thing else. So, obviously, a blem-
ished tomato is viewed as a great 
offense.  
There is an incredible element 
of truth to this theory. Even I, who 
have been raised to know blem-
ishes on plants don’t mean they’re 
inedible, will choose a seemingly 
perfect tomato over one that has 
a bruise. Personally, I think it’s a 
bit ridiculous. Tacoma itself has a 
freegan community online which 
shares tips on where and how to 
acquire free food.   
One such webpage (the Tacoma 
directory of Freegan.info, a site for 
“strategies for sustainable living 
beyond capitalism”) gives the fol-
lowing advice about a certain 38th 
street deli: “I used to work in pro-
duce [there]. Out back they have 
several organic food waste bins, 
some with good stuff. Also, if you 
go in and ask someone in the pro-
duce dept. if there’s anything they 
can give rather than throw away 
they’ll usually say ‘yes.’ Howev-
er, don’t call and ask for stuff. The 
management is as lame as the em-
ployees are cool.”
Other websites feature posts 
from users looking to set up 
freegan support groups, an en-
deavor that mirrors the efforts of 
the enormous freegan community 
based in New York City. Tips like 
these could really come in handy 
for hungry college students; every 
penny counts to a scholar these 
days. Whether it is for the sake of 
expunging food waste one slight-
ly blemished tomato at a time, 
or just saving a few extra bucks, 
freeganism may be the way to go.
‘Freeganism’ challenges wasteful attitudes towards perishable foods
By CAROLEA CASAS
Debating over whether photogra-
phy is a sport of adventure or of edit-
ing skill is a common and sometimes 
roundabout dispute. While critiqu-
ing art may not be my forte, can we 
not all agree that, in the end, it is the 
finished photo and the opinion of the 
viewer that will determine whether 
or not the work is decent? 
Some have successfully found a 
way to use a new genre of “Google 
map photography” as a source for 
bringing up that very debate. 
Unofficially, this new genre of 
photography is characterized by us-
ing Google maps as a way to cap-
ture the world around us. One sim-
ply looks up a location and scrolls 
through street view to find an inter-
esting subject, building, or moment. 
While not yet highly publicized or 
talked about, its popularity is rising.
Recently on display in New York’s 
Museum of Modern Art and Paris’ 
Le Bal, A New American Picture cre-
ated by Doug Rickard is a series of 
photographs taken throughout eco-
nomically devastated parts of Amer-
ica. Planned or not, the set is ironic 
because it depicts American poverty 
taken via one of the country’s richest 
companies: Google. 
Rickard’s work deserves a moment 
of appreciation. His methodology 
was not to randomly pick a location 
to photograph, but instead to locate 
places he had been before and edit 
these photos in a fashion not seen 
since the 70s. Additionally, his tim-
ing was impeccable given our coun-
try’s current economic situation. But 
with much respect to Rickard, it is 
not his work in particular I would 
like to focus on.
It is the online discourse surround-
ing these photos that is irksome. 
Some are concerned over the la-
ziness of an artist who just clicks a 
button on Google maps instead of 
wiping the sweat off her brow as sh 
explores urban jungles searching for 
the perfect composition. Some argue 
that a photographer should be able 
to transcend life experience through 
the lens of a camera, the expression 
of inner creativity contingent on the 
process those photographers have 
historically utilized in their craft. In 
other words, in an eerie transcen-
dental fashion, the photo causes the 
viewer to feel as if they have the eyes 
and physical sensations of the pho-
tographer at the exact moment the 
photograph was taken. 
This is not an uncommon concep-
tion, given that cinematography and 
even the art of reading unnatural-
ly projects a viewer into the piece of 
work itself. 
However, the idea that a viewer 
can only derive pleasure from a pho-
tograph if they can tap into the pho-
tographer’s experience is an idealized 
notion. How often is that actually the 
case? Some photographs are quite 
difficult to relate to, and the feelings 
one gets from photographs are en-
tirely subjective. Some view a photo 
more for the theme rather than for 
the artistic integrity of its maker. 
Google map photography is, how-
ever, one of the most lackadaisical 
forms of photography that I have 
seen yet. Additionally, the approach 
to capturing the nitty-gritty reality 
of the world with the use of sources 
such as Google maps is not artistic 
genius. 
Maybe it is my blissful ignorance 
to the area of art in which photogra-
phers and editors are divided. Pho-
tography, much like any artistic me-
dium, has a methodology, a history 
and passionate defenders of its heri-
tage. However, I find little worth in 
getting riled up over the rise of “in-
ternet art” when it lacks any bril-
liance to begin with.
By CHELSEA NOACK
google maps photography calls into question nature of true art
New Medium: Photographers like Doug Rickard view google maps as a novel way to capture reality.
PHOTO COURTESY / GOOGLE
PHOTO COURTESY / WIKIPEDIA
Discarded: Freegans search through refuse bins for rejected foods still suitable for consumption.
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As freshman, we had about 10 
days of blissful peace. Then the 
rest of you showed up. I thought I’d 
compile a list of some of the inter-
esting things I noticed about our 
dear, dear upperclassmen, because 
you yourselves are probably far too 
high to make observations on any 
scale less than the cosmic. Throw 
on your prescription-less glasses 
and buckle up those tight ass jeans, 
because we’re off: 
1.) You don’t want us freshmen 
guys at your parties. It’s cool. We 
get it. We have our own parties any-
way. We would stop by yours if we 
weren’t so busy knocking back 40s 
of PBR in our dorm rooms, pray-
ing we aren’t “communicated.” And 
NONE of you can come. Who feels 
left out now?!
2.) You give, collectively, almost 
zero f***s. Upperclassmen do what 
they want, all the time. I saw a kid 
skateboarding through crowded 
walkways while eating a cheese-
burger today. The indifference he 
projected was like a force of nature. 
3.) Upperclassmen have an in-
nate ability to sense freshmen on 
walking paths. You see us, you hone 
in, and you don’t move a goddamn 
inch when our trajectories will re-
sult in an imminent collision. It’s 
like chicken, except we always lose. 
I’m considering renting a senior to 
be my fullback. I pay in laundry 
quarters if anyone is interested. 
4.) Upperclassmen love to talk 
about how easy a class is, and then 
do poorly in that class. They may 
have gotten a C, but that’s what 
happens when they show up still 
drunk from last night to class 3 
days a week. 
5.) You are all much nicer when 
we bring our own beer. Note: this 
one was a suggestion from a female 
freshman friend, because, as you 
are already aware, FRESHMAN 
MALES DON’T GET TO COME 
TO YOUR STUPID PARTIES. But, 
she says, everyone treats her much 
better when she doesn’t steal your 
classy Met-purchased microbrews. 
6.) You love to steal our wom-
en. This is just low. There are, what, 
1500 or so girls at Puget Sound? Do 
you know how many would even 
consider getting with a freshman 
guy? one-fourth of them. We have 
a rather limited pool of applicants 
here. Do you really need to come 
with your poaching? Take a tip 
from the upperclass ladies and pre-
tend the freshmen don’t even exist.
7.) Upperclassmen look like 
lumberjacks. Seriously, I don’t 
know what it is about the Logger 
motif that inspires this phenom-
enon, but look around. Hell, look 
DOWN.  Plaid shirt, jeans, and a 
luxurious beard just dripping with 
what I imagine is maple syrup and 
the blood of the live wombat you 
just ate. This applies to girls, too, 
minus the beard part. Except you, 
Alicia. Steroids are bad.
8.) You guys never read the 
newspaper. I’d like to thank the 
four of you skimming this over 
breakfast for your patronage. The 
rest of you can screw off. But you’ll 
never know I said so, because you 
aren’t reading this. Damn you cru-
el world!
9.) Those of you about to grad-
uate with degrees in anything but 
math or science hate yourselves a 
lot and regret having gotten a de-
gree in anything but math or sci-
ence. However, there is something 
positive in this: upperclassmen 
don’t ask what someone ‘will do 
with their major’, as if we lived in 
Communist Russia and there was 
only one thing you could do with 
a respective major. Kudos on your 
enlightenment, upperclassmen. 
Perhaps you’re not the exclusive, 
narcissistic lumberjacks you make 
yourselves out to be.
Opinion: ‘Pulchritude’ a funny word
By LAIMAN SLANGSTON, 
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH 
Now, along with Woolf ’s idea 
of modern-consciousness-as-frag-
mentary in chapter twenty, what 
other reccurring themes can we 
pull out of Mrs. Dalloway’s conver-
sation with Nigel the Doorman? 
Anyone? 
Yes, Brian…Almost, Brian, but 
not quite—that was Joyce that talk-
ed about defecating on a corpse. 
Anyone else? 
The answer is the bourgeosie’s 
decaying pulchritude, which 
means ‘beauty’. I know, that 
sounds like something my wife 
would cook up in her bedpan for 
her nurse, Fulata—who is probably 
the one stealing our vegetables ev-
ery night. But it’s not. Pulchritude 
means ‘beauty’. This is why I love 
the English language.
It all reminds me of this conver-
sation I had once with a professor 
of mine back before the war, which 
war it was I don’t remember. It was 
sometime after Taft was rationed. 
Was it Taft? No, he was a president. 
Oh! Taffy! They were rationing taf-
fy for a time, and that’s around the 
time I met my wife. 
Yes, I remember our conversa-
tion like it was yesterday. It was 
about words that sound like they’re 
supposed to mean other things.
Now, I see some confused stares, 
but I think an example will better 
illustrate my point. Take this word: 
flocculate. This word has noth-
ing to do with birds or with fun-
ny bodily noises. Flocculate actu-
ally means to gather or coagulate 
loosely. 
Or limerance. Now, my first 
guess to the meaning of this word 
would be something along the lines 
of ‘using limericks instead of scrip-
tural passages in prayer; heretical.’ 
See, to me that makes sense. But it 
actually means the mental state of 
being in romantic love.
Or take specious. Specious could 
have a variety of definitions. First, 
specious could define the amount 
of space to describe a room that 
falls between tight and spacious. 
Or, it could be people who are 
racist against certain species. You 
know, like me with dolphins.
But DO NOT get me started 
on the word dearth. It basically 
means ‘to be scarce,’ but look at it! 
It’s clearly some perverse mixture 
of death and earth. Here’s what 
it should be: when people break 
rocks in two, they dearth them 
apart!
Words often don’t sound like 
what they mean. And it’s stupid 
because we could simply make ad-
justments to some words. We have 
the power to do that, you know.
Here’s a truly horrible phrase 
that means nothing like it sounds: 
The other day, I walked in on my 
friend facetiously masticating so I 
ran out of the room. But you must 
remember, just because what you 
are saying may sound correct, you 
must learn the definitions of the 
words, and make sure you do not 
make your minds impregnable. 
Language is the tool to the Orion’s 
belt…or is it the stars…
Oh, thank you Brian…oops, I 
mean Jessica, right right. It is time 
to go. So remember to finish Mrs. 
Dalloway for next time…
What’s that? I told you to fin-
ish it for this class? Well, I’ll be a 
dumptruck. My wife’s dementia 
must be contagious!
Emeritus: Professor Laiman Slangston, photo circa 1968
PHOTO COURTESY/WIKIPEDIA
Victim not 
that lucky 
to be 
alive, just 
unlucky to 
lose legs
By GILES FERGUSON
When George Robertson woke 
up, he didn’t know where he was. He 
had no sense of how long he’d been 
unconscious, and he couldn’t feel his 
legs.
Fighting panic, he called out, and 
a doctor informed him that he was, 
in fact, in St. Joseph medical center. 
“You’re lucky to be alive,” the doctor 
told him.
This news was heartening to 
George. “When the docs started 
talking about how lucky I was, I fig-
ured something awesome had hap-
pened. Like, I dunno, maybe they 
gave me a robot hand or something. 
I’ve always wanted a sweet robot 
hand.”
Sadly, George did not have a robot 
hand. Instead, the freak longboard-
ing accident that landed him in the 
hospital had claimed both of his legs.
“They told me it was a blessing 
that I had even regained conscious-
ness,” said George. “But you know 
what? I was having a really cool 
dream before I regained conscious-
ness. And in that dream, I was walk-
ing. On my legs.”
George has filed suit against the 
hospital over his alleged emotion-
al pain and suffering at the hands 
of overly-optimistic doctors, and is 
asking for 20 million dollars, or “the 
equivalent of two reasonably-priced 
robot legs.”
“They told me I was lucky, and 
that was a lie,” George said. “Having 
no legs is pretty f***ing unlucky, as 
far as I’m concerned. This sucks.”
Whats more, George asserts that 
after his legs were severed in the 
crash, his longboard careened off 
the road, killing his beloved child-
hood dog, Mr. Snuggles. In a cruel 
twist of fate, Mr. Snuggles’ pained 
and confused death moans attract-
ed the attention of George’s fiancee, 
Amy. Running to investigate, Amy 
was picked up by a passing tour bus 
for the heavy metal band Pukesnake. 
She has since broken off the engage-
ment.
“The whole thing pretty much 
blows,” said Robertson. “I’m not 
lucky to be alive. I’m just unlucky to 
be crippled and alone.”
A new anthology of student-created works celebrating a more traditional view of human sexuality is coming to 
Puget Sound. The founders felt that since the good students of Puget Sound cannot stop worshiping their sexual 
organs and their use in every possible form of media, a little balance was required.
“And ye shall feel me wriggling up inside yourselves, for I am the joyous eel of light and glory.”—Steve 7:12
        Courtesy of FORD DENT
“The Modern Man Of Modesty”
I hate my penis:
That snake of Satan
Poking at my thoughts 
And sin-staining the sheets
In my moments of weakness.
Curse tight pants and the Jezebels who wear them.
The supple curve of the buttocks,
The tight hinge of the inner thighs
Reaching ever higher 
Into that great babymaking-fuzzbox 
that  served as Herezekiah’s downfall.  
Solace only comes from the knowledge 
that the Jezebels’ scream 
From the fiery bowels of Satan’s Pit
Will alight like music upon my Haloed ears,
Like spherical harmony among the orbs
Encircling the girth of the Earth.
I saw an exposed ankle today.
I must fetch my flagella and repent.
Sample poem from new zine Drylands
Upperclassmen through the eyes of a freshman
By VONNIE KEATSGUTS
The Puget Sound Trail
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Professor Spotlight: O chem’s William dasher 
Professor William Dasher, 
known as “Dasher” to anyone who 
is remotely familiar with him, 
teaches one of the hardest cours-
es at Puget Sound: Organic Chem-
istry. On the days when there is 
a test in O Chem, Oppenheimer 
gets ready early so that students 
can get their caffeine fix before the 
7:30 a.m. start time. The average 
grades on the tests are shockingly 
low for a Social Science major. De-
spite teaching such an intimidat-
ing course, Dasher does not take 
himself, or anything else for that 
matter, too seriously. He is a laid-
back guy who waxes poetic about 
the merits of his generation’s mu-
sic over ours. (Hint: His generation 
wins in almost every category.) 
Throughout this interview, I got 
to hear about the young Dasher’s 
scholastic exploits, which began 
when he rode the rails with his O 
Chem book in his backpack, and 
end this year after 32 years at Puget 
Sound. 
Even as our conversation went 
beyond his academic interests 
(he explained to me how quinine, 
a malaria cure that comes from 
tree bark, was used to control the 
world), he expressed his ideas us-
ing chemistry terms. (For example, 
students go through “fluxal” stag-
es as they mature and react to their 
environment.) 
This is a condensed version 
of that conversation. You will be 
spared the details of my study 
abroad experience, our bonding 
over the trials and tribulations of 
living communally and what pro-
cess he used in his own research. 
If these or any other topics interest 
you I encourage you to go sit down 
with Dasher. He’s a no-holds-
barred kind of guy, and his favor-
ite thing to do is talk with students.
Can you tell me a little about 
your background and about how 
you ended up at Puget Sound?
Well, I think we should go back 
a little further than that. I was born 
in Fircrest, at St. Joe’s. It’s a little 
suburb down the street. My dad 
was a minister who came out here 
from World War II (he’s a Georgia 
boy) and started the Redeemer Lu-
theran Church. And my mom was 
the organist choir director, a classic 
Southern thing. So his job was to 
start churches because we’re rather 
heathen out here and he was paid 
by the missionary fund, which is 
the same place as the missionar-
ies in Africa get paid from, which 
should give you an idea. And then 
he started a church in Portland, 
and then in ’59 he started a church 
in Seattle and we stayed there until 
I graduated in ’65 from Cleveland 
High School.
So why chemistry?
I always knew I wanted to do 
some kind of science. I went to ju-
nior college in Bremerton and just 
took the basic science classes, and 
I took an organic class that I just 
loved. It was taught by this guy 
John Mandake, who was really just 
a great older guy. It was a tight, 
small class and in fact we enjoyed it 
so much we talked him into doing 
an extra summer quarter. At that 
time I was still hitchhiking around 
and riding the rails, so I would be 
riding rails with my Organic book 
in my backpack, studying on the 
side of the highway while I was try-
ing to hitch a ride. So, I went up to 
Western in ’72 and did my last two 
years there in Bellingham. Then I 
went to UW, and graduated in ’80 
with a Ph.D in Chemistry and end-
ed up down here. 
What was it like riding the rails? 
How far did you get?
I rode the rails all up and down 
the West Coast, into Arizona. I 
tried in Canada but they lock the 
cars, I couldn’t do it. I had a girl-
friend in Alberta. I was in the ser-
vice and when I got out of the ser-
vice, I did a lot of that. Maybe a rite 
of passage, becoming normal, get-
ting back into society. 
That was right during Vietnam, 
right? Did you go over to Vietnam?
It was. I was there a year, and on 
your way over you got a nice glossy 
magazine called “Tour 365.” All the 
pictures in there were of the natives 
in the villages, and it was best char-
acterized as being a juxtaposition 
of absurdity and insanity. There is 
no other way of looking at it.
You’re retiring soon.  What will 
you do?
I’m trying to adopt the mindset 
of some of our seniors who are not 
going on [to graduate school]: with 
the excitement of total freedom, all 
doors are open, no decisions have 
been made, the freest time in your 
life; except I don’t have to live in 
my parents’ basement. I’m excited 
about that, a little bit of trepida-
tion since I can certainly be as lazy 
as anybody. I have a lot of ideas, 
there’s some traveling, I have a little 
woodshop and I may get back into 
doing that. I have some friends that 
volunteer out at the VA so I might 
do that too.
If you were given a plane tick-
et, round-trip, to anywhere in the 
world, where would you want to 
go?
That’s a really good question. 
There are a lot of places I would 
like to travel. I would have to 
break it down by continent. If it 
was South America, it would have 
to be Peru. As far as South East 
Asia, been there, done that, but I 
wouldn’t mind going back to Aus-
tralia. If it was Europe, I’m in-
trigued with Spain and Prague and 
I don’t know why. Istanbul is also 
intriguing because that is such a 
center of culture and so much of 
the natural products that I teach 
in my class trace back to that part 
of the country. Africa is kind of a 
tricky one, maybe Northern Africa 
in Morocco. 
Oh, really?  I studied abroad 
there last spring.
You know, I’m a big fan of the 
study abroad program, because I 
think part of the process of going 
to college is that formative, young 
adult becoming a full adult. And, 
maybe the best part of teaching is 
seeing students go through that 
phase. They come in, and they’re 
adults but they’re really forming 
their own selves. By the time they 
leave, instead of looking around at 
people whose opinions they might 
adapt to, because they admire 
them, they create their own world-
view. 
The study abroad is a great part 
of that because it throws you out-
side your comfort zone and that’s 
how you learn about yourself. You 
can have all these ideas about who 
you are but you don’t really know 
until you have an encounter and 
see your reaction. There’s an inner 
core of who you are, and so when 
you’re faced by all these situations 
that are outside your comfort zone, 
you really grow, you really be-
come your own person. I see peo-
ple come back from study abroad 
and it is not that they are a differ-
ent person but there is a greater 
sense of self and confidence. Now 
you can do a better job of contrib-
uting, and loving and caring, and 
with some perspective.
One of the classes that I’m inter-
ested in is your Natural Products 
course. 
If you took Natural Products at a 
state university, as a graduate [stu-
dent] it would be a very different 
course. It would be more biochem-
ical engineering, because that is the 
state of the field of natural prod-
ucts—creating enzyme packages 
that create custom kinds of things. 
I touch on that a little bit but we 
really look at plants, the history of 
plants, their usage, and more and 
more now the biological rationale. 
I’ve also heard it called “the 
drug class.” Do you look at it that 
way as well?
I’m going to give the last semi-
nar of the Thompson Hall Semi-
nars series [on April 26th] and the 
title is the “The Rise of The Sched-
ule Ones.” In Schedule One drugs 
[the highest level of controlled sub-
stances, according to the U.S. Drug 
Enforcement Agency] there is a 
significant potential for harm and 
absolutely no medicinal use. So it 
would be cannabis, heroin, LSD, 
all your basic hallucinogens and a 
handful of others. So Oxycodone 
would be a Schedule Two, because 
it has a medicinal use. 
I’m going to look at how Sched-
ule One is very difficult to do re-
search on. It’s extremely tough to 
get approval, there are all these 
guidelines on usage of subjects, 
which makes it almost impossible 
to do any sort of research. I would 
argue that there is huge potential 
in advances in brain chemistry and 
neurobiology from some of these 
Schedule Ones. I’m not as interest-
ed in cannabis, because everyone 
is looking at that. But there is a lot 
of other things going on too, one 
of which being treatment of Post-
Stress [Post-Traumatic Stress Dis-
order], which I am kind of person-
al to. For people in hospice or with 
severe depression, there are a lot 
of areas that we don’t understand 
brain chemistry-wise that might 
unlock some of the secrets of how 
the brain works.
I remember hearing about a 
study at John Hopkins a few years 
back that found that psilocybin 
mushrooms could help people with 
issues like depression. 
It is something that carries on 
long past the initial dosage. I don’t 
want to give the whole thing away, 
but one of the things I dug up 
looked at the idea of openness. So 
apparently there are five psycho-
logical areas of personality defini-
tion and openness is one of them. 
Extrovert, aggressiveness, agree-
ableness are other categories. But 
openness was one that really re-
sponded to these types of treat-
ment and seemed to have almost 
permanent shifts, which is very in-
teresting. 
They’ve even discovered that 
some of the effects are not even 
increasing brain activity, but that 
they dampen activity in the part of 
the brain that communicates and 
rationalizes everything. So the “ex-
pand the mind” saying: when you 
look at your brain it’s actually al-
most the opposite. 
What sort of independent re-
search have you done? 
So in the last decade or so I’ve 
been doing stuff on quinine, a nat-
ural product. It’s a substance from 
the bark of a tree that was the ma-
laria cure. So historically there is 
a lot of interest because it is really 
hard to exploit Africa if you can’t 
deal with malaria. So who con-
trolled quinine is who controlled 
the economic development of the 
world in the sixteen- and seven-
teen-hundreds. I was trying to 
develop reagents for asymmetric 
synthesis using quinine as a base 
molecule.
So what do you think is the next 
big thing in chemistry, and partic-
ularly with natural products?
First of all, natural products are 
the feed stalks for the development 
of new drugs. The statans [anti-
cholesterol drugs], rose from isola-
tion of a Japanese or Chinese plant. 
So, what the drug companies will 
do is work with it and then throw 
a methyl on it so they can patent it. 
That’s an area that is always very vi-
brant. I think the area of Schedule 
Ones is going to be very exciting, 
some pretty prestigious places like 
the Mayo Clinic are being associat-
ed with doing this research. So we 
shall see. 
There are a number of funda-
mental processes that are getting 
unraveled. For example, all the 
work that is being done on can-
cer has increased our knowledge 
of cell division. AIDS looks at how 
we respond to the immune system; 
there are all these wonderful things 
that come out of studying that ter-
rible disease. The analogous on for 
the Schedule Ones is depression 
and brain chemistry. These dis-
eases have an upside, when you 
start throwing money at them you 
start unraveling some fundamental 
things. How does the brain work? 
How do we dream? What is mem-
ory? What is the nature of con-
sciousness? 
After 32 years here, what advice 
do you have for students?
Students struggle with the idea 
of what they’re going to become. 
When I do talk to students who 
are having some thoughts, they’re 
struggling with envisioning them-
selves in the future. I would ad-
here to the idea of, you don’t have a 
chance of understanding that. That 
isn’t the way that life works. You’ve 
got to have faith in yourself and 
you just have to follow your heart, 
even though that sounds kind of 
silly. The better you know your-
self, the better you are able to fol-
low that, things more often than 
not work out. 
But, life is not fair. Life doesn’t 
owe you anything. I think you have 
to understand the variances of life, 
but if you can have faith in yourself 
and enjoy the journey, where you 
end up is beside the point.
By MARINA BALLERIA
Linoleum flooring, folding metal 
chairs, harsh florescent lighting— 
even devoid of people, the setting 
seems familiar from pop culture de-
pictions. The concrete stairs lead-
ing to the Kilworth Memorial Cha-
pel basement are tucked away near a 
loading dock, and the ceiling panels 
inside are various stained shades of 
off-white. Every Friday from 12 p.m. 
to 1 p.m., the Alcoholics Anony-
mous (AA) and Al-Anon meeting at 
the University of Puget Sound con-
venes here.
The meetings are open to students 
as well as community members. 
Counseling, Health and Wellness 
Services (CHWS) physician’s as-
sistant Amy Smith (name has been 
changed to protect the privacy of a 
memeber of an anonymous organi-
zation) explained, “All AA meetings 
are open to the public. AA is all-in-
clusive, non-exclusive. If the meet-
ing is not open to everyone, it is not 
an AA meeting.”
A member of the group who 
is affiliated with the Communi-
ty Involvement and Action Cen-
ter (CIAC) on campus who wished 
to remain anonymous added, “The 
general public enriches conversa-
tions greatly because there is added 
support, experience, strength and 
hope. One of the beautiful things 
about AA is that meetings are a 
great equalizer. Everyone is always 
a beginner and no member has any 
more status or power than any other 
member.”
This non-hierarchical structure 
pervades the organization, which 
is run almost entirely by alcoholics. 
Worldwide, AA counted over 1.8 
million members at 106,202 groups 
in 2006.  The organization is known 
for its 12-step program, its popu-
larization of alcoholism as a dis-
ease and its quasi-religious nature. 
Participants are expected to reach 
not only sobriety but also spiritu-
al awakening.  Despite its Christian 
overtones, the AA website (www.
AA.org) states: “AA is not allied 
with any sect, denomination, pol-
itics, organization or institution; 
does not wish to engage in any con-
troversy, neither endorses nor op-
poses any causes. Our primary pur-
pose is to stay sober and help other 
alcoholics to achieve sobriety.”
Alcoholics Anonymous/Al-Anon 
are also extremely careful to main-
tain anonymity in the public sphere 
and do not allow group members to 
publish their names in the media. 
However, the group’s official website 
stresses the inclusive nature of AA.
Although the campus AA/Al-
Anon group has recently decided to 
change the meeting time, they have 
been convening in Kilworth Me-
morial Chapel since last fall when 
a newly sober student returned to 
campus. She proposed that Puget 
Sound host an AA meeting and 
found support through CHWS as 
well as the CIAC. 
New this semester is the expan-
sion of meetings to include Al-
Anon members. Whereas AA is fo-
cused on those who wish to stop 
drinking themselves, Al-Anon of-
fers support for people affected by 
alcoholism such as friends and fam-
ily members.
The CIAC source also said, “There 
was an Al-Anon group on campus 
for about 20 years. In recent years, 
it needed to relocate because of the 
meeting’s growing size and the cam-
pus’ inability to give them a new 
space that was big enough for them. 
This semester, a new Al-Anon group 
has been founded in response to the 
AA group being started last semes-
ter.”
al-anon joins campus alcoholics anonymous program
By CONRAD wHARTON
For information about 
Alcoholics Anonymous
go to:
www.AA.org
Chemistry, hallucinogenic drugs and the mysterious human brain
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While many of us are famil-
iar with some of the local grocery 
stores around campus, there are a 
few less commonly known stores 
that are worth noting before you 
whip out your reusable grocery 
bags and head to the store. 
1. Tacoma has a Food Co-Op.
   It may surprise some of you 
to know that thanks to the hard 
work of the Tacoma community, 
Tacoma’s first members-owned 
food co-op opened in August and 
is conveniently located on 6th Av-
enue. 
For those of us who are not fa-
miliar with the institution that 
is locally owned food coopera-
tives, each member pays an an-
nual fee to help support the store, 
which is then able to provide the 
community with healthy, sustain-
able, local goods. Such organiza-
tions are tremendously benefi-
cial for the community, and those 
who wish to get involved are able 
to voice their opinion about how 
their food consumption happens 
and how the store is run. As such, 
each member is a co-owner of 
the store, like in the Community 
Shared Agriculture program.
Even better then the sustainable 
goods that the Co-Op provides is 
its commitment to improving Ta-
coma.
 “As we grow, so too will what 
we can do to help the community,” 
said Henry Parren, an employee at 
the store. Each month, any funds 
that do not go to running the Co-
Op are directed towards “helping 
other like-minded businesses in 
the community.” 
 
2. You don’t have to be a mem-
ber to shop at the Tacoma Food 
Co-Op.
While membership is only $100 
a year, everyone is welcome to 
shop at the Co-Op. But member-
ship is a tempting deal. As Par-
ren put it, “[The Co-Op] is about 
people, for the people, by the peo-
ple. Alternatives don’t even com-
pare.” Who wouldn’t want to sup-
port that kind of contribution to 
our community?
 
3. The Proctor District Safe-
way donates excess food to local 
food banks.
While most of us frequent the 
Safeway store in Proctor because 
of its college-friendly hours of op-
eration (that is to say, 24/7) and 
reasonable prices, you may not 
have been aware that they have a 
positive impact on the communi-
ty as well. 
“All suitable excess food is do-
nated to local food banks,” said 
Safeway employee Cory Koeber. 
Any food that is within two or 
three days of expiration is brought 
to the local food banks around Ta-
coma, so as to prevent waste and 
to help combat the constant short-
age of food the banks have to dis-
tribute. 
4. Safeway is one of the largest 
retail users of alternative energy.
In addition to its contribution 
to the local community, Safeway 
has a longstanding commitment 
to reducing its carbon footprint 
by offsetting its energy use with 
renewable sources and using so-
lar and wind energy to power its 
stores across the country. One of 
the six sources Safeway purchas-
es power from is 49 wind turbines 
located in Kennewick, WA. This 
commitment to sustainable prac-
tices is what has made Safeway 
one top retail purchasers of re-
newable energy.     
5. Fred Meyer provides certi-
fied sustainable seafood.
 If journeying to Pike Place is 
out of the question, then consid-
er looking to the local Fred Meyer 
for sustainable seafood. Current-
ly, over 65% of the seafood sold at 
each store is certified by the Ma-
rine Stewardship Council to en-
sure that sustainable, safe prac-
tices are used in the harvesting of 
wild-caught species. It is the com-
pany-wide goal that that number 
will be over 75% in the next three 
years. The store has also stopped 
selling some of the least sustain-
able species that have been put at 
tremendous risk through com-
mercial fishing, like Bluefin Tuna 
and Marlin. 
6. Costco Stores are recyclable.
With one of their main goals 
being to provide customers with 
safe, ecologically sensitive prod-
ucts, it is no surprise that Costco 
builds each of its stores with 80% 
recycled steel, pursues LEED cer-
tification for all its stores and is 
beginning to utilize the expansive 
roofs on their facilities to install 
solar panels. 
The big-lot chain has also been 
at the forefront of reducing pack-
aging waste since 2006, replacing 
plastic, non-recyclable packag-
ing on their store brand products 
with recycled and recyclable alter-
natives.
These are just a few more things 
to keep in mind as you try to be a 
conscious consumer.
Six things you didn’t know about Tacoma’s grocery stores
By EMILY JOHNSON
PHOTO COURTESY/ASHLEY KARDIAN
Alternatives: Grocery options abound for conscious consumers who need to stick to a budget.
campus climate Week explores issues through plays
By wALT MITCHELL
Recently, a group of students, 
alumni and faculty gathered to dis-
cuss and explore through perfor-
mance the sort of climate unique to 
the Puget Sound student body.
Diversity is the subject of the 
2012 Campus Climate Survey, an 
assembly of student experience and 
feedback that informs university 
policy and offers students a chance 
to voice their opinions and frustra-
tions with the friction that arises 
from differences of race, sexuality, 
religion and gender. 
Chief Diversity Officer and Cli-
mate Week organizer Kim Bobby 
stated, “The goal is to capture the 
current narratives of students, fac-
ulty and staff around the climate 
for social diversity and use that in-
formation to inform new ways of 
being purposeful about creating an 
inclusive community.”
“Current narrative” was the over-
arching theme of the week’s deeply 
personal performances. Last Tues-
day saw the “Hearing Our Stories” 
presentation, which featured ex-
cerpts from “Go! Be a Superhero,” 
the work of visiting assistant pro-
fessor and author Renee Simms, 
and playwright C. Rosalind Bell’s 
“1620 Bank Street.” 
The two plays boast a duality of 
scope: on the one hand, they are 
highly personal tales of family, iso-
lation and the coming of age, while 
on the other they are ambitious 
challenges to the general undercur-
rents of racism and stereotype that 
ostracize their characters.
The two plays were peppered 
with the testimonials of Puget 
Sound students, taken from the 
2006 survey and read by students 
and alumni. The students’ frustra-
tions with campus life (particularly 
concerning race and racism) were 
strikingly similar to those of the 
plays’ protagonists—this symme-
try lent the performances thematic 
potency and the survey itself a defi-
nite and poignant relevance.
The testimonials focused on the 
ignorance and awkwardness that 
confront students who are exclud-
ed from the campus majority by 
their ethnicity or socioeconom-
ic background. Many students felt 
that the campus climate discour-
aged discussion, and that groups 
like the Black Student Union were 
too often perceived as militant or 
exclusive, an image contrary to 
their mission of building commu-
nity and encouraging much-need-
ed conversation. 
“I think our most pressing issue 
is fear and discomfort with being in 
dialogue about difference,” Bobby 
argues. “I would like us to acknowl-
edge the discomfort and allow our-
selves to forge ahead anyway.”
If the dialogue of difference is 
of the highest importance to stu-
dents, the issue of race is the most 
vital facet of that dialogue, given 
that less-represented ethnicities are 
so heavily outnumbered at Puget 
Sound. The university reports that 
the demographic profile of the class 
of 2015 is 76.4 percent White, 7.6 
percent Asian/Pacific Islander, 6.6 
percent Hispanic and 2.7 percent 
African American.
Moreover, the conversation 
should take place on all levels of 
the campus community, not only 
among the students.
“One of the most notable [results 
of the 2006 survey] was the con-
sistency in some of the narratives 
about feeling marginalized and iso-
lated by some members of our com-
munity,“ Bobby stated. “That in-
cludes students, faculty and staff.“
The survey’s themes were ex-
panded upon further by last Thurs-
day’s performance of Julia Cho’s 
“BFE,” a play that tackles issues of 
sexuality and self-image as influ-
enced and injured by race-based 
standards of beauty. The perfor-
mance was direct and pretension-
free, delivering it message with 
both force and humility.
As last week’s performances 
proved, conversations about exclu-
sion are difficult to start, containing 
as they do some inherent admoni-
tion of iniquity. The performances 
sought to prove that this iniquity 
is real and present—they’ve done 
the difficult work of broaching the 
subject, and now the students are 
asked to join the conversation. 
The survey is online from Feb. 
13th to 24th and should take 10 
minutes to complete. 
Imper ia l  Red Ale
“ I think our most pressing issue is fear and discomfort 
with being in dialogue about difference. ”
—Kim Bobby
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Women’s basketball had mixed 
success last week as they continued 
their attempt to stay in playoff po-
sition. Heading into the week with 
a 7-5 record in conference play, the 
Loggers were fighting desperately to 
qualify for the fourth and final play-
off spot in the NWC. 
Their first game of the week came 
on Tuesday, Feb. 7, as they hosted ri-
val Pacific Lutheran University. The 
game took place on “Think Pink” 
night in front of a good crowd and 
was televised locally; all eyes were 
on the Loggers. 
Despite being buoyed by the fan 
support, the Loggers started off the 
game flat. The Lutes opened up a 19-
10 lead to begin the game before the 
Loggers were able to respond. From 
there, the Loggers’ leading scorer, 
junior Kelsey McKinnis (Ashland, 
Ore.) sparked the team by drilling 
back-to-back three-pointer shots 
that brought the Loggers within 
three points of the Lutes. 
The score stayed close for the rest 
of the first half, but the Loggers ul-
timately finished the first half with a 
33-31 advantage, thanks to two free 
throws by junior Lindsay Leyland 
(Homer, Alaska). 
In the second half, however, the 
Loggers put some distance between 
themselves and their opponents. 
Freshman Amanda Forshay (Mor-
aga, Calif.) knocked down a three-
pointer at the beginning of the sec-
ond half, keying an 11-0 run that 
effectively put the game out of reach 
for the Lutes. Following that run, 
the Lutes never came within eight 
points, and the Loggers extended 
their advantage as high as 21 points 
at one time in the game. In the end, 
the Loggers held on for a relatively 
easy 64-50 victory. 
The keys to both games for the 
Loggers were defense and rebound-
ing, and the Loggers dominated in 
both categories. They controlled 
the offensive glass, gathering 15 of-
fensive rebounds to the Lutes’ nine, 
and ultimately leading to 13 second-
chance points. In addition, their 
second-half success was keyed by 
lockdown defense. The Loggers held 
the Lutes to only 38.8 percent shoot-
ing overall, and they allowed only 19 
points in the second half. Moreover, 
the Loggers forced 23 turnovers, 
which they were able to convert into 
22 points.
Looking to build on their pre-
vious victory, the Loggers played 
host to conference-leading George 
Fox on Friday, Feb. 10. The team 
knew they were in for a challenge, 
as George Fox had not lost a game 
all season and headed into the game 
with a 12-0 conference record to go 
with a 21-0 record overall. 
In addition to hoping to hand the 
Bruins their first loss of the year, 
the Loggers were also looking to 
avenge a 75-59 loss at the hands of 
the Bruins earlier in the season. In-
deed, the Loggers held up well ear-
ly in the game, eventually grabbing 
a 16-15 advantage with just over 12 
minutes to play in the first half on 
a three-point shot by freshman Ol-
ivia Roberts (Eugene, Ore.). Howev-
er, the Bruins took over from there, 
outscoring the Loggers 23 to 12 the 
rest of the way to take a 38-28 lead 
at the half. 
Looking to erase a 10-point half-
time deficit against the best team in 
the conference, the Loggers knew 
they would have to play an almost 
perfect half of basketball to earn 
the win. Unfortunately, the Bruins 
jumped on them early, scoring the 
first six points of the second half 
and did not allow the Loggers back 
into the game. The Loggers never 
got within less than 13 points for the 
rest of the second half, and eventu-
ally let the game get out of hand, los-
ing 77-56.
Despite the blowout loss, the Log-
gers still look to be in good shape 
going forward. Puget Sound holds 
a two-game lead for fourth place 
in the NWC with only two games 
to go. However, the team will be on 
the road for their final two games as 
they battle Lewis and Clark and Lin-
field. 
Loggers look to stay strong in final NWC games 
With two games left, the Loggers hold two-game lead for fourth place 
By STEPHEN HAMwAY
PHOTO COURTESY/DAVID PENDLETON
Drive: Throughout the season, the Loggers have fought hard. 
As the Puget Sound track and 
field team finishes up their indoor 
season, there is a lot of potential for 
a promising regular season for the 
Loggers. There are many key ath-
letes on this team, who have made 
the indoor season successful. One of 
these key players is senior collegiate 
athlete Maya Heck (Corvallis, Ore.). 
She has been an important part of 
the track 
and field 
team since 
her fresh-
man year, 
and to this 
day con-
tinues to 
inspire and 
lead her 
teammates 
on and off 
the track. 
Her main event has always been the 
pole vault, but she been involved in 
the other races, such as the 4x400 
on rare occasions. Her career best 
in the pole vault was 2.75m during 
the conference championships in 
2009. What makes Heck extreme-
ly unique is that she is current-
ly the only female pole vaulter on 
the Puget Sound track team. When 
asked about being the only female 
pole vaulter Heck had a motivating 
response.
“It’s funny actually, and I don’t 
mind it too much. I don’t have 
brothers, but I imagine that this is 
what it would be like. I like the dy-
namic, because we call each oth-
er out on our mistakes, but we also 
support each other—it’s kind of a 
like a family. Although pole vault-
ing is an individual sport, it’s 
also very easy to get into a men-
tal slump, and I think having the 
guys around always cheers me up 
when I’m not having a good prac-
tice. We can all make fun of our-
selves which is good in such a seri-
ous event.  Although I’m the only 
girl, I’m also the only senior so that 
helps, I think,” Heck said. 
Heck has already had such a 
w o n d e r f u l 
indoor sea-
son; it will be 
great to see 
what this tal-
ented athlete 
will do when 
the regular 
season be-
gins. She will 
definitely be 
a spring ath-
lete to watch 
this season. 
“Being a senior this season, I 
have taken on a leadership role 
at least for the field events. There 
are new freshman throwers, vault-
ers, and jumpers and it’s been fun 
so far showing them the ropes and 
helping them feel comfortable on 
the team. Since I only started pole 
vaulting as a freshman, I feel like I 
haven’t reached my potential yet. 
It’s hard realizing that this is my 
last season competing at the colle-
giate level, but I think that mental-
ity will push me to train harder and 
compete better this year because 
it’s my last one,” Heck said. 
By ANGEL JOHNSON
“ It’s hard realizing that this is 
my last year competing at the 
collegiate level, but I think that 
mentality will push me to train 
harder.”
—Maya Heck
Such great heights: 
Senior maya heck
Only female pole vaulter 
at Puget Sound has come 
a long way since 2008
A rivalry game between Puget 
Sound and Pacific Lutheran Uni-
versity is always a big deal, partic-
ularly when the playoffs are draw-
ing near. However, the men’s and 
women’s basketball games between 
the two schools on Tuesday, Feb. 7 
were even bigger than usual, with 
Puget Sound hosting their annu-
al “Think Pink” night.  Fans were 
encouraged to stay for both bas-
ketball games and to wear pink to 
the games in support of the ongoing 
fight against breast cancer.  
In addition, pink ribbons were 
available for purchase for one dol-
lar apiece. The fundraiser was in 
support of Stana Landon, an assis-
tant athletic trainer at Puget Sound 
who had beaten breast cancer once 
only to find out that it had recently 
returned. All of the proceeds from 
“Think Pink” night went to Landon 
to help her pay her medical bills.
Anticipating a big turnout, local 
television station TV Tacoma cov-
ered both rivalry games. In front 
of large crowds and television cam-
eras, both Logger teams excelled, 
each winning their respective game. 
Women’s basketball began by beat-
ing P.L.U. 64-50, and the men’s team 
provided an encore performance by 
pounding the Lutes 66-52. However, 
the real winners were Landon and 
the creators of “Think Pink” night, 
who used the occasion to both help 
out a member of the Logger com-
munity and raise awareness about a 
deadly ailment.  
By STEPHEN HAMwAY
Loggers join the fight against 
breast cancer on ‘Think pink’ night
Pink: Athletes and fans alike supported the cause by wearing pink to the games on Tuesday.
Rivalry game even more meaningful 
as Loggers fight for worthy cause
PHOTO COURTESY/CHRIS SPALDING
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Old stars and new talent for women’s lacrosse
According to Head Coach Liana 
Halstead, the Puget Sound Women’s 
Lacrosse Team is looking forward 
to starting their 2012 season with, 
“good defenders, fast midfielders, 
and smart attackers that work to-
gether to make the best team pos-
sible.” 
The Lady Loggers will face off at 
home against Redlands Feb. 29, a 
game that both Coach Halstead and 
Julia Schulman (Durham, N.C.), last 
year’s leading scorer, consider to be 
very important for the team. 
“[Redlands] is a really tough 
team…. They are probably the clos-
est to get-
ting to 
the tour-
n a m e n t , 
and Coach 
played [at 
Redlands],” 
Schulman 
said, ex-
p l a i n i n g 
the added 
focus on 
beating the Bulldogs.
Although they are coming off 
of an up-and-down 6-6 season in 
2011, the Loggers look primed to 
return to the top of their indepen-
dent conference. As Schulman em-
phasizes, if the team is able to come 
together in a cohesive unit, ready 
to play every day, the 2012 season 
should be bright. 
Many hopes for a strong season 
will rest on Schulman’s shoulders. 
The junior midfielder was fifth in 
the nation at the Division III level in 
2011, scoring 4.67 goals per game. 
“Julia was an all star last year and 
I know she will continue to perform 
to her best ability this year,” Hal-
stead said.
Although her own impact is yet 
to be determined, the senior cap-
tains have already made an impact, 
Schulman said. 
“The seniors have been really awe-
some. You can already see them get-
ting the team 
amped, want-
ing to be out 
there ready to 
go.” Halstead 
also cred-
its the seniors 
for building 
the program 
and spreading 
their dedica-
tion within the team.
While it appears that the team will 
be led by the upperclassmen, look 
for good things from, “… a very tal-
ented group of freshman that have 
blended with our team from the be-
ginning,” Halstead said. 
The group has shown solid stick 
skills and speed as a whole, some-
thing that Halstead plans on taking 
advantage of from the start of the 
season.
Hopefully they will be able to 
contribute to the quick style cov-
eted by the Loggers. In order to play 
as quickly as they plan, players will 
need to be thinking a pass ahead, 
working together as a team.
Much of this will rely on the on-
field chemistry the team is able to 
develop. 
“We need to rely and depend on 
each other and have the confidence 
in each individual player and know 
that we are together as a team even 
in the hard times,” Halstead said. 
With that cohesion, combined 
with a focus on being mentally pre-
pared to play, what Schulman de-
scribes as, “really focusing on want-
ing it, working together, putting 
everything in every game,” the Log-
gers will be looking for a chance at 
competing in the national tourna-
ment.
Due to the team’s place in an in-
dependent conference, without an 
automatic tournament bid, finding a 
way into the tournament can prove 
very challenging. However, it is not 
impossible and, as it is every year, 
tournament access remains a team 
goal. Hopefully, their goal will be 
realized. 
If you are anything like me, 
March 28 means something to you. 
I have been counting down the days 
until I can step foot in Safeco Field, 
see the piercing green grass and 
smell that combination of alcohol 
and sweat with a hint of already eat-
en sunflower seeds. If only Febreeze 
could bottle this scent, they could 
call it, “Ballpark Memories.” But I 
digress. 
The year 2012 marks the 100-
year anniversary of one of the oldest 
baseball parks in America: Fenway 
Park. As a die-hard Yankees fan, 
I usually want to take rips at your 
Red Sox’ expense, calling them the 
Red Sux or laughing at your 2011 
season, calling it the “Boston Mas-
sacre.” 
But I have mad respect for the 
Red Sox for sticking with their orig-
inal field. The only other park from 
the era is Wrigley Field, which has 
been home to the Chicago Cubs 
since 1916. My beloved Yankees 
tore down the original Yankee Sta-
dium built in 1923, and I will never 
forgive them for that. 
I think commitment is some-
thing that runs deep with you Red 
Sox fans. Sure, you have seen good 
times, having consistently sold out 
Fenway since 2003, or conquering 
what everyone deemed “The Im-
possible Dream” in 1967, when you 
won the American League Cham-
pionship after more than 20 years 
of absence from the World Series. 
But you have seen hard times as 
well, like the “Curse of the Bam-
bino,” when your beloved Red Sox 
sold Babe Ruth in 1919 to my dar-
ling Yankees and would have to 
wait 86 years for another champi-
onship. 
100 years later, Fenway continues 
to be a place many associate with 
passion, character, and Samuel Ad-
am’s Boston Lager. While I live and 
breathe Yankees, I will always have 
respect for you loud-mouthed and 
hairy Red Sox fans.  
So here’s to you, the never wa-
vering, always drunk, and painfully 
in love, Red Sox fans and 100 years 
more at Fenway. 
Loggers have high hopes for the season with group of quality players
By DALTON HANDY
“ We need to rely and depend 
on each other and have 
confidence in each individual 
player... ”
—Coach Liana Halstead
PHOTO COURTESY/DAVID PENDLETON
New Start: The Loggers are looking to start fresh this season. 
By JULIA FISHMAN
letter of recognition: Fenway
A Yankees fan puts aside her differences
T h r o W i n g  i T  d o W n
a T  T h e  F i e l d h o u S e
PHOTO COURTESY/DAVID PENDLETON
Nothing but Net: Fans were ecstatic with the performance.
Want to keep updated on your favorite Logger 
teams?
Check out 
loggerathletics.com
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Want to submit a Hey You? 
E-mail 
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu 
or put one in the box in 
Diversions Cafe.
The Trail will never publish 
Hey Yous that explicitly refer 
to individuals or groups or are 
hateful or libelous in nature. A 
full description of the policy can 
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.
HEY YOU, UPS. Did you enjoy The 
Vagina Monologues and want to 
continue supporting the cause of 
women everywhere? Then come, 
and after you do that and clean up, 
get your Vagina Monocles! Stylish 
and Classy (not to mention Glassy)! 
Only $3.99, and all profits go to the 
Susan G. Komen foundation! Check 
out our table in the S.U.B.!
HEY YOU, Girl with “I make MPR 
happen” sticker on your computer. 
I worked there. Let’s make other 
things happen now…
HEY YOU, birthday boy who works 
at Diversions, let’s rage this weekend 
for your 21st!
HEY YOU, Diversions. New furni-
ture=class+coziness+sexiness. Just 
like your freshman barista…
HEY YOU, I’ll let you escort the 
hobbits to Isengard any day!
HEY YOU, Short Latina, I told you it 
was possible!
HEY YOU, Harry Sasscrotch... Wait, 
really? Harry Sasscrotch?!
HEY YOU, Guitar-strumming Op-
penheimer barista. Not you! The 
other one! Yeah, you, with the hair…
My son, he’s got a boner, and I don’t 
know what to do. No, I don’t know 
what to do.
ACHTUNG, D.E.K co-founderb-
lauben, I’ll take pity on your forlorn 
old man any tag!
HEY YOU, Valentine’s Day, way to 
make single people feel like shit.
HEY YOU, girl with the star tattoo, 
last night sent me over the moon.
HEY YOU, Sexy Exey: when I said 
“I hate you and I think you’re a ****” 
I prefaced it with, “With all due 
respect…” Geez. Don’t get so cranky.
HEY YOU, I hear you have good 
paninas.
HEY YOU, I like your M-E-N, if you 
catch my drift.
HEY YOU, WoW players, The Old 
Republic is way better. Just sayin’.
HEY YOU, Friends, try and have at 
least ONE conversation this week-
end that does not result in going on 
the internet. Unsullied human to 
human contact would be nice once 
in a while.
HEY YOU, seeing only the first three 
episodes of Star Wars without see-
ing the originals is a crime against 
humanity. Let’s fix that.
HEY YOU, When things get me 
down, I just have myself a Piscola! 
Es bakan! 
HEY YOU, Front-seat driver, dino-
saurs have more sense of direction 
than you. And they’re DEAD!
HEY YOU, people who’ve been 
skeptical about the new Sasquatch 
lineup, don’t be so sure that it sucks 
if you haven’t  seen Mogwai or 
Explosions in the Sky live. You will 
probably cry from happiness, I can 
almost guarantee it.
HEY YOU, Hope you like confes-
sional poetry!—“I stare at your lime 
green jacket from across the room/I 
look, just a little too obviously, 
hoping that I’ll catch your eye,/But 
just at the last second, I hesitate and 
turn away/I pretend to be occupied 
with something over my shoulder,/
But you’re already walking to the 
counter/I want to be bold/I want to 
make you remember me/But instead 
I silently smile and take your order/
You walk away and I watch the back 
of your green jacket as you go/I soft-
ly whisper ‘I love you,’ hoping you 
might just hear me/But of course 
you don’t./Until tomorrow then.”
HEY YOU, Santorum, that glitter 
looks faaaabulous on you.
HEY YOU, Boisean flute player, 
if you were a piano I’d tickle your 
ivories!
HEY YOU, Why no ‘I’s in your 
name?  :(
HEY YOU, Chase away my night-
mares, babe. ;)
HEY YOU, they’re eating her.. And 
then they’re gonna eat me.. OH MY 
GOOOOOOOOOOOD!!!!!
Making the bedroom a “happier” place...
THE HAPPY TRAIL A Weekly Sex Column     
Dear Love Attorney,
Why do women seem to prefer 
dancing without being asked, 
especially at parties?
From,
Crazy Legs
Dear Legs,
Muteness. You see, Legs, in 
a recent study at the Pontifica 
Universidad de Chile en 
Valparaiso (PUCV), in Valparaiso, 
Chile (hence the PU in PUCV) 
researchers tested for muteness in 
one-hundred and seventy-three 
women. Of this pool of subjects, 
over 20% verbally responded 
in the positive to the question 
“are you mute?” The final data is 
somewhat blurred, because around 
12 subjects refused to answer. But 
the point remains—many women 
are voiceless. 
But what does this mean for you, 
Legs? Well, it depends on the dance 
consent laws in various states. In 
Washington, fortunately, you don’t 
have to ask someone to dance…
assuming all parties are below 
0.12 BAC. This is, however, a very 
unlikely event. 
Another theory as to why women 
prefer dancing without being asked 
is that sometimes, and I quote my 
cousin Milhouse Attorney from 
Arkansas, “Sometime you enjoy 
wrasslin’ a goat, but that don’t 
mean you gonna give it a kid.” The 
Dionysian experience of ecstatic 
dance, in loud places, under 
various seedy or malty influences is 
best done without talking. Like the 
best barbers or prostitutes, the best 
partner is one that just shuts up and 
lies real still. Don’t be offended that 
the woman does not want to talk. It 
means that your body is adequate 
enough.
Love,
The Love Attorney
Dear Love Attorney,
My boyfriend, while not addicted 
to porn, continues to watch it. Like 
I said, it’s not a problem, but it 
weirds me out (he likes ‘pegging’ 
and Brazilian trannies). Am I 
allowed to make him stop watching 
porn? Or is it some weird guy 
boundary that can’t be crossed, like 
calling his mother a c***?
Help me!
From,
Second-Hand Ma’am
Dear Ma’am,
You’re allowed to do anything. 
The Constitution, right after the 
part that bans gay marriage, says 
you can do anything you want.
Grow a backbone.
Love, 
The Love Attorney
Lack of mutuality in oral sex 
prevents equal satisfaction 
between partners
606 S Fawcett Ave     
grandcinema.comTacoma’s only indie theater.
Only $7 with 
Student ID!
THE ARTIST (PG-13)
As a silent movie star wonders if the arrival of talking 
pictures will cause him to fade into oblivion, he 
sparks with a young dancer set for a big break. 
Fri: 1:35, 3:55, 6:15, 8:35
Sat-Mon: 11:20am, 1:35, 3:55, 6:15, 8:35
Tues-Thurs: 1:35, 3:55, 6:15, 8:35
2012 Oscar Nominated 
Animated Shorts  (79 min, NR)  
Tuesday, February 21
THE IRON LADY (R)
A look at the life of Margaret Thatcher, the former 
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, with a focus 
on the price she paid for power. 
Fri: 2:05, 7:10, 9:25
Sat-Mon: 11:45am, 2:05, 7:10, 9:25
Tues-Thurs: 2:05, 7:10, 9:25
THE DESCENDANTS (R)
Fri: 1:50, 4:20, 6:55, 9:20
Sat-Mon: 11:20am, 1:50, 4:20, 6:55, 9:20
Tues-Thurs: 1:50, 4:20, 6:55, 9:20
THE SECRET WORLD 
OF ARRIETTY (G)
The Clock family are four-inch-tall people who 
borrow simple items to make their home. Life 
changes when their daughter, Arrietty, is discovered. 
Fri-Sat: 1:45, 4:05, 6:30, 8:45
Sun-Mon: 11:35am, 1:45, 4:05, 6:30, 8:45
Tues: 4:05, 8:45
Wed-Thurs: 1:45, 4:05, 6:30, 8:45
Recently, a friend ap-
proached me desperate for tips 
about blowjobs.  She was fran-
tic because she is a virgin, and 
was nervous about her boy-
friend’s reaction towards the bj.
What got me thinking was that 
she was spending so much time 
thinking about giving oral sex, 
but was this feeling reciprocated 
by her partner?  Is this situation 
normal for both sexual partners, 
or is this just the problem for one?
Oral Sex has a distinct place in 
many people’s minds.  Many see it as 
foreplay, and only in the quintessen-
tial blowjob performed on a man.
This one-way interaction is 
usually seen as a normal part of 
a hookup.  And if you don’t want 
to go all the way, why not just a 
quick little suck session, right?
Unfortunately, oral sex is too 
often a one-way orgasm for the 
dominant, or “top”, in a sexual 
relationship.  This leaves many 
partners high and dry with-
out the release they desire. 
This is seen in both heterosex-
ual and homosexual relationships. 
Oral sex between a male and fe-
male partner is commonly outlined 
as performing by the female, with 
vaginal intercourse afterwards.
Similarly, many same-sex re-
lationships feature the same dy-
namic.  One stereotype of gay men 
who identify as tops persists in 
which only the bottom performs 
head, and that the top rarely does. 
But one interesting part 
of this dynamic includes the 
status of the relationship. 
One study in the Journal of Sex 
Research indicates that a majority 
of men interviewed only performed 
cunnilingus when they were in re-
lationships, citing an “obligation”. 
The men did simply did not feel the 
need to perform oral sex because 
they got everything they needed 
from their casual encounters.
The study also finds that many 
women said they do feel com-
fortable asking for oral sex 
from a men in a casual hook-up 
situation.  And many also re-
sponded that they need to talk 
about it when in relationships.
This again highlights one of the 
problems in the current climate 
when it comes to sex.  During sex, 
it isn’t all about you! You are with 
a partner who needs to get off just 
as much as you do, if not more!
The aforementioned study 
also cites how about one third of 
women climax during a hookup, 
as opposed to the overwhelming 
majority of men who ejaculated.  It 
cannot be outlined more perfectly.
Partners who want oral sex and 
just aren’t getting it have every 
right to voice their grievances, and 
ask for oral sex as part of sex.  One 
of my friends prides herself in her 
refusal to go down on her partner 
unless they go down on her as well.
Although this may seem like I’m 
trying to pressure straight guys 
into going muff diving (guilty), 
I want this to open up the ideas 
about needs of both individu-
als when it comes to oral sex. 
Some people have preferences 
outlined when it comes to oral 
sex.  There are people who don’t 
give oral sex at all, and others 
who love to.  In contrast not ev-
ery single individual wants oral 
sex, or enjoys it as much as others.
This again boils down to know-
ing what you want from sex and 
being open to what your partner 
wants as well.  Because you are 
not the only one who orgasms, 
and you shouldn’t necessarily be 
the only one who gets some dome.
 
By HARRY SASSCROTCH
“Unfortunately, oral sex is 
too often a one-way orgasm 
for the dominant, or ‘top,’ 
in a sexual relationship. 
This leaves many partners 
high and dry without the 
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For those of you who couldn’t 
get enough of Wilco’s latest LP, The 
Whole Love, you’re in for a treat. This 
month, the Chicago superstars have 
dropped a special EP aptly titled 
iTunes Session. 
This eight-track record features 
Wilco songs that span across the de-
cades; dedicated fans will be pleased 
to note the inclusion of an A.M. 
track—whoa, old school! 
Though the EP takes a trip down 
musical memory lane, a certain ele-
ment is missing. And that’s not nec-
essarily a bad thing. 
This album showcases Wilco’s 
country-alt roots with light, tightly 
performed tunes and, notably, al-
most no experimental noise solos. 
This short album is a review of the 
band’s career; however, each song 
was carefully selected in order to 
send a message. 
The album consists mainly of 
tracks from The Whole Love, but it 
pairs those new songs with older 
material from the early millennium, 
the late nineties and even a cover of a 
seventies pop classic. 
When the tracks of Love stand with 
the older songs, it becomes clear that, 
despite the band’s penchant for raw 
static musical arrangements, Wilco 
firmly, and proudly, holds onto their 
“dad rock” persona. 
The cover is a pleasant surprise. 
Lately, the band has used “Cruel to 
be Kind” as a closer for their shows 
and it fits nicely into their world of 
sunny but meaningful rock songs. 
Nick Lowe sings with the band on 
this version, and he fits into the band 
with an ease that makes this cover 
seem like a natural choice. 
“Passenger Side,” the exciting A.M. 
edition, sounds great when paired 
with Love favorites like “Dawned on 
Me,” “Born Alone,” and “I Might.” It’s 
a classic Wilco track, mixing Ameri-
cana goodness with Jeff Tweedy’s 
signature croon. Diehard Wilco fans 
and new listeners alike will get the 
warm fuzzies listening to rock and 
roll that transcends the ages. 
It’s interesting to note what previ-
ous albums made appearances on 
this EP. Wilco skipped by favorites 
like “Summerteeth” and “A Ghost 
is Born” for less alternative mate-
rial; however, the band gives a nod 
to masterpiece record, Yankee Hotel 
Foxtrot. “War on War,” though a great 
track, doesn’t really represent YHF 
properly. It gives a nod to Wilco’s 
overall career and once again reaf-
firms that iTunes Session is carefully 
crafted to reflect a certain sound; it is 
not simply a Wilco music catalog. 
The only track that stands alone on 
this record is the song “Black Moon.” 
It’s a beautiful song, but it was too 
gentle for Love and it also gets lost 
in the material of iTunes Session. 
The rest of the songs carry an up-
beat punch and “Black Moon” seems 
abruptly low key in comparison. 
Overall, this EP is a wonderful 
glimpse into Wilco’s career through-
out the decades. It doesn’t focus 
on each individual chapter of their 
band’s history, but instead provides 
listeners with an overall view of what 
Wilco is really about: creating pow-
erful, poetic country-alt jams. “Dad 
rock” lives on! 
GRADE: B+
By SAMI ROSS
Wilco’s iTunes session
Pirates of Penzance delivers laughs and love
Schneebeck Concert Hall rang 
with laughter this weekend with 
the performance of Gilbert and 
Sullivan’s Pirates of Penzance.  The 
School of Music-produced opera 
was a joyous romp with a band of 
very jovial pirates and lovely ladies. 
Directed by Director of Vocal 
Studies Dr. Dawn Padula with mu-
sic direction by staff accompanist 
Denes Van Parys, the double-cast 
opera was a hysterical hit playing 
to packed audiences throughout its 
four-night run.  
Padula’s stage direction was sub-
tle but extremely effective.  From 
the nuanced pirate actions to the 
full-fledged chorus choreogra-
phy, Padula captured the spirit of 
the band of zany pirates, giggling 
wards and hysterically cowardly 
policemen.  
Pirates of Penzance tells the story 
of Frederic, played by juniors Bri-
an Hoffmeister and Sam Faustine, 
who is an apprentice to a band of 
pirates, led by the Pirate King (se-
nior Kyle Sleeper and junior Pat-
rick Schneider).  
Frederic ends up as a member of 
this “vile lot” due to a misfortunate 
mistake by his maid, the brassy 
Ruth, a role split by junior Shani 
Cohen and sophomore Jennifer 
Kullby.  
When he reaches his 21st birth-
day, Frederic has fulfilled his duty 
to serve the pirates and sets out to 
find himself a wife, whom he even-
tually finds in the doe-eyed Mabel, 
played by senior Rhiannon Guevin 
and junior Elizabeth Kittel.  
Once Frederic has left the pirates 
and finds himself in the company 
of Major-General Stanley, junior 
Brian Ernst, and his daughters, 
led by seniors Amy Polete and Ka-
trina Deininger as Edith and junior 
Madison Genovese as Kate, a series 
of comical misadventures ensues. 
Finally, true to comedic opera 
form, everybody lives happily ever 
after.
While the story is simple and 
in some respects inane, the added 
jokes and comedic talents of both 
casts made Pirates of Penzance an 
incredibly enjoyable experience. 
Both Guevin and Kittel cap-
tured the necessary lightness and 
flexibility needed to make Mabel’s 
coluratura range seem effortless. 
Schneider’s rich baritone gave in-
credible depth to the Pirate King 
while Sleeper’s perfect comedic 
timing kept the audience in stitch-
es. As the romantic lead, both Faus-
tine and Hoffmeister captured the 
gallant flair of Frederic while show-
ing off their beautiful tenor voices. 
The supporting roles were equal-
ly as strong in both casts.  Both 
Kullby and Cohen played Ruth 
with the biting air of a woman who 
was quite sassy in her day, and their 
powerful voices made them the 
center of attention, despite being 
surrounded by a gang of rowdy pi-
rates.  
As the Police Captain, sopho-
more Alex Adams and freshman 
John Lampus were uproariously 
funny, adding a bit more comedic 
relief to the already humorous sec-
ond act.  
In his Puget Sound acting debut, 
Lampus held his own, but Adams’ 
booming bass voice made the Po-
lice Captain stand out from the 
crowd of incredibly funny, though 
ill-equipped, policemen. 
Deininger, Genovese and Polete 
as the lead daughters and senior 
Jeremy Wilson and sophomore Bri-
an Stoops as Samuel were equally 
engaging, despite their shorter solo 
moments.
While all of the leads shined, it 
was Ernst who stole the show as the 
bewildered Major-General Stanley. 
With his tongue twister of a solo, 
Ernst brilliantly captured the bum-
bling nature of the Major-General.
The impressive chorus of pirates, 
ladies and policemen was fabulous 
and had immense talent. It is clear 
that Van Parys’s music direction 
helped solidify this strong group of 
voices. 
The pit was led by Dr. Gerard 
Morris.  Like the rest of the pro-
duction, the orchestra was musi-
cally solid.  Some of the funniest 
moments of the entire opera came 
from one-liners from those seated 
behind their music stands. 
The few faults Pirates of Penzance 
had were mostly technical—acous-
tics making it such that lead voic-
es were drowned out or subtitles 
which were ahead of the action and 
at times distracting.  
Despite these few minimal er-
rors, the performances of Pirates of 
Penzance were thoroughly delight-
ful and a wonderful way to spend 
the weekend.  
By MELANIE REIFF
PHOTO COURTESY/WIKIMEDIA.ORG
   
 Well, over the last couple of days, 
I have been approached many 
times by friends and fans of the 
show. I’m putting to rest the ru-
mors that have been spreading 
around the entire campus.
   A Very Potter Musical was 
supposed to be an independent 
project directed by sophomore 
Leah Weitz. She put together the 
cast last fall and they began re-
hearsing. 
   A couple weeks into the re-
hearsal process, Weitz met with 
Student Theater Productions 
(STP) in order to secure per-
formance space without hav-
ing to pay for it as a third party.
Said members began attending 
rehearsals and Weitz began at-
tending STP meetings. Finally, 
in October, STP and Weitz came 
to an agreement that A Very Pot-
ter Musical would be sponsored 
by STP, and would take place in 
Rausch Auditorium in early Feb-
ruary.
   The rehearsal process contin-
ued for the next five months. STP 
members occasionally attended 
and contributed to rehearsals 
to be updated on progress. STP 
provided the cast with a stage-
combat director, vocal coaches 
and an assistant stage manager.
   All was going according to plan, 
until Friday, Feb. 3 (one week be-
fore opening night) when Weitz, 
Stage Manager Alicia Matz and 
Assistant Stage Manager Andrea 
Becker received e-mails from 
STP informing them that the 
play was to be cancelled due to 
copyright problems, the com-
plexities of which were not fully 
realized until that week. 
    Because A Very Potter Musi-
cal  was a student project, the 
copyright issues surrounding the 
musical are more complex than 
most productions. StarKid Pro-
ductions is the theatre produc-
tion company which originally 
wrote A Very Potter Musical. 
    When they wrote the musical, 
they didn’t obtain rights from 
Warner Brothers or J.K. Rowl-
ing.    However, many colleges 
and independent groups have 
performed A Very Potter Musi-
cal, even putting it on YouTube, 
with no consequences. Before 
the cast became aware of the 
issue of intellectual property 
rights, however, it was originally 
planned the Puget Sound’s per-
formance of A Very Potter Mu-
sical would be free of charge, 
and wouldn’t be advertised or 
talked about online at all. No-
body outside of the Puget Sound 
community would know that a 
performance occurred, let alone 
Warner Bros.
  That being said, STP still had 
many legitimate concerns about 
the copyright issues and was 
thus forced to call off the perfor-
mance unexpectedly. 
   Weitz then organized meetings 
with several staff members on-
campus who looked into legal 
issues. The plan was for A Very 
Potter Musical to continue as an 
independent project, free of STP 
sponsorship. 
    Due to the fact that the musi-
cal was no longer sponsored by 
STP, Weitz and other cast/crew 
members planned to pay for cos-
tume dry-cleaning, props, and 
the Rausch rental on their own. 
  When word came back from 
various University staff mem-
bers on Monday, Feb. 6, Weitz 
was informed that unless the 
cast gained exclusive permission 
from StarKid themselves, the 
show was forbidden from being 
performed on-campus. 
  Weitz did some online dig-
ging, and eventually found the 
telephone number for StarKid’s 
agent, Pat Brady. However, when 
she asked for permission to per-
form the musical, Weitz was met 
with an adament no.  
  Brady receives around 15 to 20 
calls a week from people ask-
ing for permission to perform 
A Very Potter Musical. Unfor-
tunately, there was no way that 
Brady could legally give Weitz 
permission to perform A Very 
Potter Musical.
   Although there were many 
communication issues that led to 
the cancellation of A Very Potter 
Musical four days before opening 
night, the cast/crew, STP and all 
of the people who helped along 
the five-month process were sad 
to see the production come to a 
premature end. 
   Better communication and re-
search into the copyright laws 
surrounding individual scripts 
will help avoid these issues in 
future student productions.  
By TALISON CROSBY
A Very Potter Musical causes 
legal kerfuffle, results in 
performance’s cancellation
All was going according to 
plan, until Friday, Feb. 3 
(one week before opening 
night) when Weitz, Stage 
Manager Alicia Matz and 
Assistant Stage Manager 
Andrea Becker received e-
mails from STP informing 
them that the play was to 
be cancelled due to copy-
right problems, the com-
plexities of which were not 
fully realized until that 
week.
Over the last week or so, I’m sure many of you have heard rumors of A Very Potter Musical being performed here at Puget Sound. First it was going to happen. Then 
it was cancelled. Then it wasn’t cancelled. Then it was 
cancelled again? Hold the phone. What happened with 
the musical?
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Solid Sasquatch lineup promises to draw 
usual number of Puget Sound music lovers
With the announcement of their 
2012 lineup, Sasquatch music fes-
tival has increased the fans’ ex-
citement for the event. Big names 
such as Jack White, Bon Iver, Te-
nacious D and many others topped 
the long list of artists to play at the 
Memorial Day festival.
The season of Sasquatch 2012 
began early Nov. 25 with the be-
ginning of their presale of tick-
ets. Sasquatch regulars who had 
no knowledge of the lineup pur-
chased tickets with faith in the ex-
cellence of the festival. 
Lexi Pearce, a Puget Sound 
freshman and Seattle local, has 
been going to Sasquatch for four 
years, and still hasn’t lost her en-
thusiasm for it. 
“Sasquatch, there’s nothing like 
it. It’s an eclectic mix of people that 
haven’t showered in four days and 
awesome artists, who could ask for 
anything more?” Pearce said. 
Being well versed in the pre-
vious lineups of Sasquatch past, 
Pearce was pleased with 2012’s list 
of bands. Every year of Sasquatch 
Pearce has attended has proven 
to offer an excellent collection of 
bands in her opinion.
“This year’s lineup is great, ev-
ery year is great. Jack White’s go-
ing to be rad. And Beirut plays 
awesome live shows. The 2009 
and 2010 lineups still compete for 
my favorite though. Those will be 
hard to top,” Pearce said. 
Pearce’s sights were not only set 
on the big names on the lineup, 
though. Pearce, in contact with 
the music scene in Seattle and a 
frequent Sasquatch patron, has 
come to know the smaller names 
in the music business and appreci-
ates them as well. 
“The biggest and best surprise 
was seeing some of my really good 
friends’ band, Craft Spells, in the 
lineup. That’s always fun,” Pearce 
added. 
Yet not everyone is as enthusi-
astic as Pearce about Sasquatch. 
Many people voiced that they were 
unimpressed with this year’s line-
up. Daniel Salas, KUPS Assistant-
Alternative Music Director, was 
one. 
“It’s stuff that I would expect to 
be at a festival,” Salas said. 
The festival format is not for ev-
eryone. While many are enamored 
with the festival set up and eagerly 
await the four-day lineup of bands, 
Salas prefers a more personal set-
ting for concerts. 
“I don’t consider festivals a good 
setting to see live music. It convo-
lutes the music. The closest you 
can be to the bands is 15 feet. But 
when you’re at the Neptune, you’re 
four feet away,” Salas said. 
Although Sasquatch doesn’t 
lend itself to an intimate con-
cert experience, the festival has a 
unique cachet all its own.  The fes-
tival format is an event in itself, 
and brings about a sort of commu-
nity as the festival’s patrons camp 
for four days together. 
“I can’t really pinpoint my fa-
vorite thing about Sasquatch. 
The mixture of the crowd and the 
camping and the music just make 
the whole experience wonderful,” 
Pearce said. 
The festival is set to occur on 
May 25 through May 28 in George, 
Washington at The Gorge music 
venue. Over 100 bands play at Sas-
quatch, and the bands will play in 
rain or sun. 
By MOLLY BROwN
By MICHELLE CURRY
Two pizza companies, one busy 
street. Medi’s dominates one end of 
6th Avenue; Farelli’s the other. So 
which one is better? This has been 
the lingering question since Medi’s 
opened its doors late last summer.
For those of you who were un-
aware that Medi’s Pizza and Pasta 
existed, it is located near the beloved 
breakfast establishment Shakabrah. 
The other pizza establishment is the 
frequented Farrelli’s Pizza located 
next to Metronome Coffee. 
To define the ultimate winner, I 
created a taste test group. The group 
consisted of nine females between 
the ages of 19 and 21 who associate 
themselves with a Caucasian back-
ground. Each sampler tasted at least 
one slice from each pie and ranked 
the pizza using a Likert scale. The 
pizzas were rated on quality of in-
gredients, crust, cheese to crust ra-
tio, grease factor and overall taste. 
The testers then rated the pizza as a 
whole. 1 = never again and 7 = new 
favorite pizza. These ratings and the 
comments that accompanied each 
ranking were considered in the final 
decision. 
Medi’s Pizza and Pasta offers an 
array of pastas, salads, pizzas, and of 
course pizzas. In addition to the ev-
eryday cheese or pepperoni, Medi’s 
offers five house specialties. My din-
ing guests and I ordered one large 
pizza, splitting the pie in half to al-
low more variety. We opted for the 
Medi’s special as one half and taco 
pizza for the other. 
The taco portion of the pizza 
holds cheddar, mozzarella cheese, 
ground beef, jalapenos, olives and 
onions. The jalapenos were a sur-
prise in each bite, supplying a surge 
of spice. The pie is topped with ro-
maine lettuce and tomato slices for 
a pleasing presentation. Sour cream 
and salsa accompany the pie and 
soothe taste buds if the jalapenos are 
too fiery for your blood. 
The overall consensus from the 
group was great idea, but poor ex-
ecution. The jalapenos were the 
group’s least favorite attribute, and 
although the ingredients seemed 
fresh, the group would have pre-
ferred them on top of the cheese 
instead of melted inside. This would 
allow diners to remove the unwant-
ed spice from their slice but still al-
low others to enjoy the spiciness if 
they please. 
The testers’ average rating for this 
pizza as a whole was a 2, but for 
presentation and side sauces (sour 
cream and salsa) they gave a bonus 
score of 4.
The other half had a white gar-
lic sauce instead of the traditional 
marinara sauce. Chicken was the 
specialty topping for this pizza. This 
half of the pie was a polar opposite 
from the taco. The entire group 
liked its smooth taste,
The only complaint about this 
pie was the crust to pizza ratio, av-
eraging a score of 3. The crust was 
too thick and chewy in compari-
son to the amount of toppings. This 
was true of both Medi’s pizzas and 
brought down their overall point 
value.
Between the two pizza flavors the 
white sauce and chicken specialty 
was unanimously the favorite of the 
group with an average rating of 4.
Our choice at Farrelli’s Pizza was 
a half traditional Margherita pizza 
and half Cascadian Grinder. 
The Margherita was topped with 
mozzarella, basil and a traditional 
tomato base. Traditional pizza lov-
ers favored the Margherita pizza , 
and testers’ average rating for this 
pie was 5 because of its traditional 
taste. Its thin crust and saucy base 
were the winning points for Far-
relli’s.
The only complaint from the 
group was a lack of basil, something 
that can easily be remedied. If you 
are at Farrelli’s and in the mood for 
something traditional and lighter, 
this is the choice pizza.
Finally, the Cascadian Grinder. 
This pizza was the one our taste 
testers returned to for seconds. 
The Cascadian Grinder had a pes-
to base, a mix of mozzarella and 
provolone cheese, pepperoni, sa-
lami and prosciutto, topped with a 
spring mix and a balsamic reduc-
tion swirl. 
Although the description sounds 
meaty, it is not overbearing. The 
thin slices of meat are evenly 
spread and complemented well by 
the balsamic glaze and spring mix 
that topped the pie. 
This was an original creation 
and only the traditionalist pizza 
lovers found something to dislike; 
the Cascadian Grinder averaged a 
ranking of 6 from the testers.
Both pies had their flaws, but it 
was Farrelli’s crust that kept the 
group coming back for more. Its 
thin crust complimented the top-
pings and did not hold any excess 
grease and averaged a rating of 5 
from testers. 
Although their prices are on 
the expensive side, it’s worth the 
splurge if you’re looking to buy 
pizza locally.
Medi’s pizza is great for its value, 
but is not somewhere we’d go out of 
our way to dine. The large pies are 
reasonably priced and dollar slices 
are available for $2.50 (11 a.m.—
2:00 p.m. and again after 9 p.m.). If 
you are looking for food on a bud-
get, this place could be worth a try.
That said, the winner is Farrelli’s. 
Go try their Cascadian Grinder; 
you’ll be glad you did.
Farelli’s wins out in 6th Avenue pizza showdown
PHOTO COURTESY/JANICE GARCIA
PHOTOS COURTESY/DYLAN WITWICKI
Pizza: When you’re looking for an economical solution to your inevitable pizza craving, Medi’s is 
a good option. However, if you’re in the mood for something more creative and fresh, try Farrelli’s. 
The Gorge: Sasquatch’s stunning location is an added bonus for the music fans in attendance.
